Evolution of Codon Usage Bias in E.coli
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Abstract
We develop an evolutionary model, inspired from Yang and Nielsen [1], that takes into account evolutionary processes at nucleotidic, codons and amino acids levels. It is implemented in Bio++ suite [2].
We apply this model in an homogeneous, non-stationary context. We study evolution of codon usage bias,
preference of synonymous codons over others, in three close strains of E. coli. It computes equilibrium and
root frequencies. We show that nucleotidic mutational bias and codon bias are counteracting: mutational
bias tends to increase AT composition whereas codon bias favors GC enrichment.
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Introduction
The genetic code is redundant, and some codons, called synonymous, are translated in the same amino acid.
Degeneracy of the code does not however lead to a uniform usage of those synonymous codons: at species
or at genomic level, a particular codon is preferrentially used over other synonymous ones [3]. Codon usage
bias may vary between species and between genes. These differences are easily observable and measurable,
as for example with Fop statistics which are the frequency of optimal codons (preferred codons in highly
expressed genes). However, to fully understand how this bias arose and is maintained in a set of genes, we
need a model that studies codon usage in an evolutionary approach. We develop a model, inspired from
Yang and Nielsen [1], that distinguishes evolution of coding sequences at nucleotidic, codons and amino
acids level. Our model explicitely describes both the mutational bias of nucleotides and the selection of
preferred codons over other synonymous ones.
Evolutionary model Our evolutionary model is implemented in Bio++ [2] which is a set of C++ librairies
for bioinformatics molecular evolution. Our model is based on a preference parameter for each codon, relative to its synonymous ones: Φaa (i) is for codon i that code for amino acid aa. This parameter corresponds
to the relative codon frequency, within its amino acid, if selection for codon usage was the only selective
pressure acting on sequences. We also consider Ψaai parameter which is the frequency of amino acid aa
coded by codon i. Our sequence evolution model is such that equilibrium frequency of codon i, noted πi∗ , is
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Parameter πip is the equilibrium frequency of nucleotide ip with p ∈ [1, 3] the nucleotide position within
codon. With no selection in our model, every codons must have the same equilibrium frequency which
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(note that in this model, we do not consider stop codons). We perform non-stationary runs
is: π ∗ = 61
enabling us to compute frequencies at the root of the tree. It helps us to depict how codon bias evolves and
to understand how selective pressure occurs.

Results and Perspectives
We apply this model on three strains of E.coli [4]: K12, CFT073 and 0157:H7. We have 3,353 genes clustered into concatenates of 100 genes, by increasing Fop (codon usage bias intensity). We study relationships
between codon usage bias and others parameters. We obtain, as awaited, a negative correlation between
ω = dN
dS and strong usage bias (high Fop). As expected, preferred codons (codons with highest Φaa (i)) and
tRNA content are positively correlated. GC content at equilibrium (GC*) is influenced by both selection on
codon usage and mutational bias. More precisely, codons and nucleotides levels present contrary effects on
base composition: codons level tends to enrich sequences with C and G whereas nucleotides level induced
enrichment by A and T. With this non-stationary model, we can infer root and equilibrium frequencies of
codons and we observe a global nucleotide enrichment towards AT.
We show there are opposite forces that drive sequence evolution from which selection on codon usage
and also, mutational bias. We are currently refining the model at the amino acid level by considering distance
between amino acids. We plan to use deeper datasets and non-homogeneous models of codon bias evolution.
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